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Versatile manipulation of electromagnetic waves
with artificial surfaces
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Content Although the nature supplied people with enormous variety of materials, the choice
is not rich enough for engineers, who need specific properties, optimal for particular
device applications. Many exotic electromagnetic phenomena, such as optical activ-
ity and birefringence, occur in natural materials, but only as weak effects observable
in bulky material slabs. Recent developments of artificially structured substances,
so-called metamaterials, have demonstrated that these effects can be significantly
enhanced and, moreover, that new exciting phenomena can be realized in materials
with novel properties.

The dissertation raises two important questions: “What is the scope of functionalities
which can be attained using electrically thin metamaterial layers (metasurfaces) with
the most general linear response?” and “How to create such artificial structures?”
The obtained results show that properly engineered metasurfaces greatly extend
practically realizable wave manipulations, beyond those achievable with conven-
tional antenna arrays, diffraction gratings, and holograms. Due to the multidiscipli-
nary nature of the dissertation subject, the phenomena and devices resulting from
this study may carry significant implications for applied electromagnetics from mi-
crowaves to optical frequencies, as well as for acoustics and mechanics.
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